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New Session started 2074 B.S (2017 A.D.)

The New session has started here in Dolphin Magic School with new students, teacher and grade.
As of this year we have grade 6. Like always the students who passed grade 5 didn’t have to look for another
school.
Also, DMS have recruited one additional teacher as the grade teacher for Nursery. Samjhana Balami of Pulchowk,
Pharping has been teaching since three years and started as a teacher at DMS from this year.

There has also been number of admissions in different classes. 7 new students for playgroup, 1 student in U.K.G, 1
student in grade 2, 1 in grade 1 and 2 students in grade 4.
Dolphin magic School has always been growing from when it’s first started and now the total number of students
has rose up to 88 by this year.

Few words from new teacher
I am samjhana Balami from Pulchowk, Pharping, and Kathmandu. I am
working in Dolphin Magic School as a grade teacher of Nursery. I am
getting positive response from all my colleagues and feeling happy to
work with the children in Dolphin Magic School. I have 3 years of
teaching experience. I have good knowledge of teaching and dealing
with children. Every day I start my class with circle time, I believe in
storytelling, talking with kids and their problems, teach them songs and
rhymes promote motivation development for the kids.
I conduct different kind of activities during class apart
believe discipline management, behavior management
important just like study so I give personal counseling
Because of my positive attitude towards the kids, they
interested on what I teach them.

from that I
are equally
to the kids.
seem really

I think Dolphin Magic School is very effective school for this area,
especially activity based teaching, adequate teaching materials, loving
and caring environment of Dolphin Magic School really touched my
heart. I love the environment of school. It feels good to a part of Dolphin
Magic School.

Zanicca Soledad: Volunteer for DMS
A free soul dancer, Zanicca who was born in China and lives throughout the world
has volunteered in Nepal. She arrived in Nepal on 10th May 2017 and taught
dancing to the girls in DMS for almost 2 weeks.
On the song about earthquake, Written and composed by our Music teacher,
Rewant Bhandari. Zanicca toughed her way of dancing. She encourages females, so
the participants in the dance session were only females from grade 2 to 6.
Zanicca was nice to everyone and her dance moves was different than what kids
were used to. Children seemed to like her very much and took keen interest
learning.

Karate Event
Physical fitness is very important to maintain good health and attitude. Our School runs Karate class twice a week
early in the morning. After almost 3 months of teaching, our karate teacher Mr. Sankar Balami organized Karate
event in National Karate Stadium, Kathmandu.

The event was national level so students from all over Nepal came to
participate. Though, it was quite a huge event and our children were
not ready to compete in such event, they still gave their best and
were awarded the title of “Best Disciplined Group”. The event was
held for three days and our children did very well.

Photocopy machine
Our School is always in need of Xerox machine.
Though, we already have two office printers and
whenever the time of heavy use i.e. in exams it cannot
handle the load of heavy duty because those printers
aren’t just built for such purpose. That is the main
reason why we needed to have a heavy Xerox Machine
to solve the problem. On this journey Jarmo Junen
from Finland helped us to get one. Entire school team
would like to thank Jarmo for helping us out and
buying a heavy duty printer. The Machine we have is
from Kyocera brand and can give us 20,000 copies
each month.

Garage Construction
The most beneficial project of Dolphin Magic School is getting its
shape. Garage construction is moving towards its final
construction stage. Balancing the landscape and constructing
pillars with safety beam has almost completed. The final
construction of sharing wall and RCC on the top is remaining.

New teacher’s room

We are going to have one of the best teachers room in Kathmandu. Well furnished, well managed,
resourceful and cozy that all we are going to have. It has adequate space to run all sorts of meeting and
activities. Floor parquetting and open space is its main features. Finally we have already moved our
teachers Rooms to upstairs. It’s really a big space.

Manfred kraut
He is the hardest working volunteer, dolphin Magic School has ever seen.
His hard work saved many days and work went really good. Manfred stayed
in school and worked as constriction worker joining hand with Arjun, our
school’s constructor we handed him the letter of appreciation for his
contribution to school.

Drainage system management
The most important work had to be done at school. Yearly
millions of liters of water flow in school during monsoon.
This was the major cause to occur the landslide last year at
school. Daily more than two thousand liters of water flows
out of the kitchen and rest rooms and disappear
underground which creates a problem and is reason behind
the landslide.
Also fixing proper drainage system for rainwater is in
progress. That’s why it is utmost important job to be done
at school.

Painting and finishing
School is gradually moving towards the finishing. Painting in necessary areas and giving it the final glow
is the main objective. There has been regular painting works for more than one two months regularly and
still going on.

Sponsor Parents visit
Sponsor parents visited Dolphin Magic School, Christopher and Cloudia are husband and wife and while their visit
they stayed in resort of Dayan and Suresh.

Training from Juna Maya

Juna Maya Koirala is one of the best experts to train our teachers on the field of child behavior and psychology. She
gave different training to our teachers so that they can implement those learning into children. She taught how to
cooperate and how to make class more interesting. Teachers also enjoyed the training and wished to have more
training from her in coming future.

Solar Street light
One of the best deals we made with municipality. There are two street lights we got in our school
premises. These lights costs more than one hundred twenty thousand Nepali rupees {120000} and we got
it in seventeen thousand two hundred fifty {17250} total. These are fully automatic and nature friendly
light system. It uses pure solar energy to charge battery.

First Terminal Exam held
Dolphin Magic School has conducted its first terminal examination for 2017(2074 B.S). On 28 June the exam
started and lasted about 8 days until July 6. The result was published few days later. With an impressive result the
teachers have considered the overall result as better than average. There has been considerable improvement of
those who had less satisfying results earlier.

After the successful completion of the first terminal exam the students are given 10 days’ vacation for monsoon,
starting from 15th July. The school will resume its normal activity from 25th July, Tuesday.

Other constructions:
Other construction refers to the construction regarding the music room where the work of false ceiling
and furnishing work has been done. It looks really nice. Other electric fixing and wiring has also been
done to new teacher’s room. New roof beside the music room has also been contracted to local builder.
We have decided to fix it with the iron which is cheaper than woods and work can be done very fast. It is
also reliable and strong for our need. The total iron works for the roof has been agreed on 35000Nrs. This
work will be starting very soon. The railing work has been done on the ground level of school. It looks
nice.
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